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 “What would you give up for freedom?”
“Everything.”
“Even if it wasn’t yours?”

For three years, Keira lived in hell on earth, kept and tortured by a psychopath. He should’ve killed her.
Because now she’s looking for payback, to see his face when she shoves a stake into his chest, to feel his
dust under her boot. Then she’ll finally be free…of everything but the memories, scars, and nightmares.
Unfortunately, when a demon starts hunting the same prey, Keira’s life becomes less about getting revenge
and more about fighting temptation.

For three tours above the earth’s crust, Davyn has been as close to heaven as a demon can be. In a few
weeks, he’ll go home to be reforged, stripped of all the humanity he’s accumulated and reminded of exactly
what he is. Of course, in the depths of hell, nobody “finds themselves” through group therapy and happy
pills. It’s not all bad news though—before he goes, at least he gets to kill a vampire. Maybe a human too, if
that stubborn little hunter keeps getting in his way. After all, a nice ass can only buy so much of Davyn’s
patience.

Two people from opposite sides of a war will discover the price of freedom and what they’re willing to pay
for it. But in the Heights, nothing is ever fair. For something they both want, one of them will pay with their
eternity.

***Coming soon. Please sign up for the newsletter on my website to receive an email with release info.***
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From Reader Review Unearthed for online ebook

Roxy the Fury says

Davyn was AWESOME! His antics were spot on! The writing was better this time around but the author
writes weak lead females. This is the second book I've read from this author and I just don't like the female
leads. They're wishy washy and don't know what they want.

And wth is up with the bad guy not dying?! I mean his head was cut off and he was set on fire. How the hell
does he come back from that?! Guess what? He did. At that point, I was like REALLY?!

Also, this author likes to leave loose ends. Dude, finish this story before moving on to the next! I need
closure!

Not continuing the series. I'd recommend only if you're looking for a hero that really isn't a hero. Lol

Marissa says

Kindle Copy for Review

While Addison is feeling guilty from an attack that killed many of her seers, she relies on her fellow seers
Parker and Keira a hunter to handle things.
For three years she was kept and tortured living a nightmare and now she wants revenge. She wants to kill
Lamaze who should have killed her. Unfortunately she is not the only one who wants him dead.

Davyn a demon also wants to be the one to kill him. He has become used to the good life on earth after three
tours and knows he will have to go back to being a demon in hell. But first he wants to kill Lamaze a
vampire who made his life unpleasant.

The two of them clash as they plan to kill Lamaze. The chemistry heats up between these two different
people as they go after the vampire. Will they survive their attraction and their encounter with the vampire?
Can they manage to stay alive or kill each other? Heat once again heats up in the Heights.

Sonja says

This was a great book. Not as good as the first, but still really good. I think my problem with it came when it
got all 'talky and feelings'. That kind of dragged it down a little. I do wish we had gotten a ton more of
Addison and Rhyse, but I understand that it wasn't their story this time around.

I loved Davyn. He's one of those characters that you can love as fiction but if they were real might not so
much. He was such an arrogant asshole, but the guy's a demon so what do you expect? His personality is just
so much fun though, and he kept me entertained for sure.



I went back and forth with Keira. Sometimes I liked her, sometimes I didn't. It depended on what she was
doing or saying at the time.

Keira is part of Addison's Rising. Though how well that is going is vague at best. We're only told of one
huge loss, but it's always talked about like they're actually doing something. Anyway, Keira gets sent on
missions and such but one of them is personal. Keira has a horrible past. She was missed by the angels when
she became a seer and was taken by a vampire that tortured her for years. His actions also made her a little
more than just human. When she finally got away from him she devoted herself to becoming stronger and
driving a stake into his heart. She hates herself almost as much as she hates him because of what she's
become as well. It's taken her a long time, but she's finally tracked him down. But she's not the only one after
him.

Davyn has been assigned to kill the same vampire because he is turning people and leaving them to fend for
themselves. He gets in Keira's way about as much as she gets in his until the two of them agree to a deal of
sorts about it. Which becomes harder and harder as they spend more time together. They're enemies and they
hate each other....but they can't stop the attraction between them. But there is one huge rule about demons
bedding a human and Davyn will not risk his eternity for it no matter how badly he wants to.

So they work kind of sort of together while always being at each other's throats. But there are some moments
when they each show that they actually care. It quickly becomes a dangerous game between the two of them.
Especially when you have this psychotic old vampire after Keira and demons popping up to fight them. The
plus side to that is that we get quite a bit of action.

Things eventually go from bad to worse with some people who just refuse to die already. Then they get even
worse. But with a little help from Micah, Keira is given hope that she might be able find a happy outcome no
matter the cost to herself. Did I understand any of how it works? Not a chance. When the explanation was
given, I just couldn't follow it. So I took a page from Kiera's book and acknowledged I didn't get it but still
went with it. I also thought it was a little much for us to buy that millenia had past in hell when it was only a
matter of days topside.

As for Rhyse and Addison? I was so frustrated with how hard Addison works to stay away from him despite
how desperately he wants her to come back. But something is terribly wrong with her and when Rhyse
finally has a chance to be with her, at least for one night, he might actually be closer to losing her forever
than he's ever been before.

It was such a terrible cliff hanger, and goddamn it, where is the third book!?!?!

Now I'm going to reread the first one because I just can't help myself...

Pippa DaCosta says

I loved the first book and bought this as soon as it came out, but it's been sitting, unopened, on my kindle for
a year! Shame on me. Hence, I'm adding it to my reading shelf NOW so I have no more excuses!



Shaly says

After reading the first book in this series about a year ago, I think, it was a bit of a rough start trying to
remember all of the characters and what was it that happened in book one that lead into this book, after the
first couple of pages it all starts coming back to you though.

The great thing about this book is that while it does go back to Addison and Rhyse's relationship, the toy
boxes, seers and all that every now and then; this books main focus is the unconventional relationship
between Keira the human and Davyn the funny and sarcastic demon. Oh and their hunt for the sadistic
vampire, Lamere. The things these two go through on their journey that bring them together while
simultaneously keeping them apart is both hilarious and sad.

Overall a great addition and continuation to book one and hopefully this intermission doesn't take another
year in the making for book three...

Lauren Stewart says

I'm in love with this demon, people. And this world and all the other characters in the book.

Thank you for your patience and support with this project. I hope you love it like I do. <3

Oh, and in the back, make sure you look for the link to receive the extras. They're part of a secondary
"series"--scenes and shorts that run concurrently with the main series and will let you know what other
characters are up to. (And they're free.)

Paula says

"Unearthed" by Lauren Stewart made the impossible happen.
I fell in love with a demon - irrevocably, passionately, forever.
And just to make it clear before you try to claim him for yourself: I called dibs on him. He's mine.
But you can read about him, get to know him, Keira and their awesome story.
"Unearthed" picks up where "Unseen" left off - in the middle of the Rising, a rebellious seer movement
planning to overthrow the power of superbeings.
In the middle of it is Keira, a young hunter who has more on her agenda than freedom for seers. There is one
being she's hunting. One being she wants to make pay. She wants and needs to see him die after all the pain
he caused - both emotional and physical.
But she's not the only one trying to hunt him down. Davyn, a Fosfer demon, has a job to do - a job that
coincides with Keira's mission.
As you can imagine, they don't meet at a party with soft music playing and candles burning. No. Their paths
cross when they both try to kill the same enemy.
Though they quickly realize they couldn't be any more different if they tried, they also can't deny that they
could use each others help in order to complete the task.
That proves to be more difficult than they anticipated with the amount of arguing they do. But the arguing
gets more and more replaced by banter and flirting, as sparks start to fly that have nothing to do with Davyn's
demonic abilities.



The more they get to know each other, the stronger the bond becomes, but they might've underestimated
their enemy who's always one step ahead of them.
Now they might have to put their differences aside, listen to their hearts and make the ultimate sacrifice to
win the fight and have a chance at happiness. But is it really worth it?

If you ask me, hell yes, it is. But then my brain might be misfiring due to Davyn's awesomeness.

Davyn is hot and not just in the good-looking sort of way, but also in the "I-have-so-much-demonic-energy-
I-can-set-everything-on-fire" way. Yet, I must admit he could burn me any time. Davyn is perfectly
imperfect. He's sarcastic, crass, has an attitude problem, doesn't give a damn what others think and can't
withstand the temptation to make indecent remarks whenever possible. Then again, as a demon he doesn't
have any reason to withstand it.
The thing about him is that this is just one side to him. The other side is something he has to come to terms
with - the whole caring, loving, helping thing is not something he's familiar with. Watching him battle with
his own goodness and his feelings for Keira was not just entertaining, but could melt an iceberg.

And in a way it has, considering he manages to worm his way into Keira's heart.
As a woman who has spend years being used and abused, she's not one to easily trust. Especially not a
demon.
She's independent, fierce and strong - a warrior with good looks and a scarred soul. She has a hard time
dealing with the unyielding passion that Davyn awakens in her. A passion that makes her question her goals,
her mission.
I adored her for her strength as much as for her vulnerability. She was sassy and sarcastic, which made me
instantly like her. And the fact that she was not a girly girl, not a damsel in distress made me want her to be
my BFF.

Lauren Stewart's writing is extraordinary.
The world she created is complex and filled to the brim with creativity, yet it never feels like too much. It's a
world to disappear in, to live in, to revel in.
The characters are original, different from anything I read before. They have heaps of layers to their
personality, which makes them seem real. And that takes a ton of talent - to make demons, vampires and the
likes seem realistic.

One of the very many things that wowed me, that stood out, was that Lauren Stewart didn't feel the need to
describe the torture that Keira went through in detail. She didn't hop on the whole "shock-with-a-dark-plot-
twist" wagon. Instead, she hints at it here and there, giving sometimes more, sometimes less information.
Just like the rest of the book, it's classy and has style, not losing any impact.

5+ Davyn-is-my-own-personal-demon stars.

Cindy says

I would give this a 5 star but I am peeved that I have to wait until the next book to see what happens next.
One problem is solved and another continues. If you like to have the endings all neat and perfect, then this is
not the series for you. I love the strong and passionate women in this story as well as their star crossed
lovers, nut I am frustrated that I have to be patient.



*Lily's* says

If you liked Unseen you're going to like Unearthed. It starts off with a glimpse of what Addison has been up
to for the past couple of months since Unseen ended. We quickly move on to our main characters Keira and
Davyn.

 Keira  is a seer who is out for revenge. She was captured by a vampire an held captive for three years, he
abused and tortured her. She wants him dead and she wants to do the killing. But  Davyn , a Demon who
only has a couple of weeks left on earth is after the same vampire. At first he feels Keira is in his way but
then he finds her intriguing. They both agree to work together to find and kill the vampire.

I really liked Unearthed, is had great characters and it was funny. :-D :-D :-D Its hard to find great funny
books. So I really enjoyed this one. Keira and Davyns chemistry was sizzling lol The banter between these
was very entertaining. I wanted every scene to be about them. I looked forward to reading what that silly
Davyn was going to say. Usually Demons are a big no no but this one, yeah I don't mind keeping him around
for a bit :-D

We get to read about previous characters. Addison was there as a leader, feeling guilty for loosing members
of the Rising. We get to see Rhyse for a bit :-) I like that serious vampire :-) Parker seems to have become a
very good friend to Add. Graham makes a couple of appearances. Micah oh Micah, I like this angel O:-) I
know there's more to him, maybe we'll learn more about him in the next book. At first I didn't like how we
had so many POVs in the first book but the story and characters did come together very well, and it was nice
being able to recognize the characters even when their name wasn't mentioned yet.

I had a great time reading Unearthed. :-D I can't wait to see what else happens in the Heights world.

***

Dianne says

Just Released! Book 2 of The Heights Series by Lauren Stewart!
Here's YOUR chance to WIN an eCopies of the entire series so far!

Click on Banner to Enter! Ends September 7, 2015 - International

The rebellion of the seers is building, supernatural against supernatural, the downtrodden vs the superpowers.
Kiera, a hunter has seen and felt Hell on Earth and she wants paybacks for the pain she endured at the hands
of a psychotic vampire. Guess this vamp is pretty unpopular; he is also being hunted by a demon, a
gloriously sexy demon that shatters all demon-stereotypes and is getting in Kiera’s way on her path to
revenge.

Davyn has his own mission, probably his last hurrah as his time to be cleansed of the tainted bits of humanity
that have stuck to him will be removed. But these two enemies may find their personal “peace talks” to



become more like “piece talks” minus the talking. Welcome back to the Heights, where the secret lives of the
supernatural make better watching than any daytime soap opera and enemies become lovers, if they don’t kill
each other first.

unearthed by Lauren Stewart is another hot, edgy and attitude-filled journey into a world we humans are
blissfully unaware of. I have discovered a pattern to Ms. Stewart’s writing, she gets better with each addition
to this series! Filled with characters that are pure evil, pure hotness and purely entertaining, the molds are
broken, the snark flies and once again, Fate gets the last laugh. Can two sworn enemies discover something
worth their eternal lives? They both long to be free of the chains that bind them, but for Kiera, will revenge
served raw be the answer or will the “taint” of Davyn’s humanity save her, but at what cost to him?

Lauren Stewart has a story to tell in her own unique voice and there is no way I would miss it! Prepare
yourself for the unexpected, the heat, the dialogue that brings out her signature style, and another visit to the
Heights…packed with energy and danger, her words are magnetic and give a whole new meaning to the
word "dust!"

I scored this review copy from the author, herself in exchange for my honest review!

Series: The Heights - Book 2
Publication Date: August 19, 2015
Publisher: Off the Hook Publishing
Genres: Science Fiction & Fantasy
Print Length: 357 pages
  Available from| Kobo | iTunes | Amazon | Barnes & Noble
For Reviews & More: http://tometender.blogspot.com

Ginger Snaps says

This is part II of The Heights series by Author Lauren Stewart. While the first book focused on Addison and
Rhyse, the second book focuses on Kiera, a hunter, and Davyn, a demon. Both of them want nothing more to
take out a specific ancient vampire, but for their own reasons. Repeatedly getting in each other's way for this
task, they agree to work together, neither one knowing if they should fully trust the other one, but hearts
sometimes don't see reason. And demons aren't capable of love anyway, right? You will LOVE Davyn, even
though he's a demon and no one in their right mind would like a demon, let alone love one. ;) The
conversations and witty banter between Davyn and Keira are part of what I loved so much about this book.
And don't worry, you will still get a few scenes of Addison and Rhyse in this book. What I love about this
series is the quality of world-building the author has put into this series as well as the character building. And
at the end of the book, while this is a series and not a bunch of standalones, you get to a place where you are
able to handle an "intermission" until the next book which is exactly what the author says at the end of each
book. Do yourselves a favor and head over to this new world that includes supernaturals, humans and seers
(humans that see the supernaturals) and keep other humans from knowing they exist. I CANNOT WAIT to
read book 3 in this series!
I received this book as an ARC in exchange for an honest review.



Twinsie Talk Angie J says

Check out this review and others at
www.Twinsietalk.com
www.Facebook.com/Twinsietalk
www.Twitter.com/Twinsietalk
www.Tsu.co/Twinsietalk
Newsletter : http://eepurl.com/brwkPv
Unearthed by Lauren Stewart
I received this book from the author for an honest review.
I don’t even know where to begin except to say I have fallen in love with a Demon. Scratch that. I have
fallen in love with a smart mouthed, sarcastic Demon. Yeah that is more along the lines of Dayvn. One of my
favorite things about Lauren’s writing is her sense of humor. She is SOOOO Sarcastic and snarky. She
cracks me up when I read her stuff. I love that her Alpha’s are not about to fall in love with a woman but fall
and fall hard do they ever….I mean Rhyse last book and now Demon Dayvn.
So in this book Keira is all about finding and staking the vampire who tortured her for 3 long painful years.
When she is making a run at him she is stopped by a hot…literal and figural….Demon. The two strike up a
convo about killing the other when the demon actually thinks this human hunter might be of use to him. He
was told by the Prime to rid the world of the bad vampire. SO Dayvn and Keira don’t join up but at the same
time so join up to catch and dust this vampire. Along the way, of course, feelings sprout and grow but how
can this be? It’s against the law. Humans and Demons are NOT allowed to be together. So like Keira and
Dayvn, we wonder how they can “get to getting together” and WOW was that some good reads!!
Dayvn only has so long before he has to go back to hell to be remade and he will then begin to hunt for Keira
the human who has stolen his heart. When something happens to our hero and Keira hatches a plan to save
him forever…..My heart was so excited and nervous.
While all of this drama is happening Rhyse and Addison are feeling the loss of their significant other.
Addison is feeling the stress of running a rebellion and Rhyse misses his love. The end of the book there is a
big “OH SNAP” moment and of course I was screaming “NOOOOOOOO LAUREN I CANT WAIT!!” but
alas I will be waiting to see what the heck is happening to Rhyse and Addison.

Michelle says

Out of all the characters of the Heights, Davyn is by far my favorite. He may be a narcissist, arrogant
b@st@rd but he's one hot narcissist, arrogant b@st@rd. In Unseen, we were introduced to Davyn. I fell in
love with his character then. Getting to know his smart ass mouth further in this book just carried along my
love for his character. It's odd to say that a demon would be your favorite character in any book, but he is.
And the description of Keira getting to run her fingers down his chest... not going to lie... really wanted to do
that.

I really enjoyed watching the relationship unfold between him and Keira. Keira is an extremely strong
female character with a lot going on for her. It was nice to watch how Davyn helped Keira grow out of her
fears and become more of who she is.

I spent a long time not writing the review debating out how I felt about the end. Part of me liked it in that at
least I don't feel like a huge cliffhanger was left and I'm going to die waiting for the next book. Another part



of me just thought, this is obscurely way too clean cut for these two. I loved it, but still debating if I wish I
would have gotten it later or am really glad I got it now....

I can't wait to get more Addison and Rhyse. OMG.. the little bit you get of them is still way hot. You can
imagine the way he looks at her and put yourself in her shoes... the girl sitting there thinking, "this guy is
nuts staring at me like I'm the last thing on earth." That's one couple I want more of.

So, there you go... I want more Addison & Rhyse and I want more Davyn. I can't wait for the next book, no
matter how long it takes. :-) :-) :-)

Silver James says

UNEARTHED is the second book in Ms. Stewart's The Heights series. An interesting spin and
worldbuilding in an Urban Fantasy series. I enjoyed the byplay between the demon, Davyn, and the seer
hunter, Keira. Her past and his nature pretty much guaranteed they'd be enemies. Only...the fiery chemistry,
and I do mean burning hot! While I'm still slightly suspicious of the ultimate outcome where Addison and
Rhyse (H/H of the first book), I'm a bit more hopeful. I'm an HEA kind of reader and Davyn and Keira
definitely got theirs--though not without a lot of fighting for it. A good read.

Steph says

Unearthed starts off with a peek at Addison (the heroine from Unseen) and the Rising (an underground
group of Seers) in the midst of a battle. The timeline then jumps forward three months and we meet Keira.
She's had a tortured past and is on a mission to stake a vamp, Lamere. Davyn, a level-one Fosfer demon, is
also on the hunt for Lamere. When the pair's paths cross he should've killed the human hunter, that would've
been very demonly of him. And, yet, he chooses to make a deal with her instead.

The story of these two is filled with a lot of "and, yet" moments. They fit together in ways no demon -
human team should, in fact, no demon should be teaming up with a human or human with a demon -
PERIOD. And, yet ... she's no ordinary human - her past has reshaped her into one who can withstand (some
of) his heat and he's been topside long enough (or too long, as he initially sees it) to feel slightly,
occasionally human-ish.

Demons had the right idea about the opposite sex. Women were like convenience stores -
go in, get what you need, then get out. Don't loiter, don't fall in love with the place, and
only go there for things you can't get somewhere else.

Davyn is a riot! He's a wise-cracking demon who immediately recognizes his weakness around Keira. It
stuns him, frustrates him, fascinates him and ultimately consumes him.

"Lying is for those who care what other people think."

Keira is very strong. She's suffered greatly and she's managed to turn that past suffering into a strength. She's
moved on -- or has she? She's obsessed with killing Lamere. But, what then?

As with the first installment,  Unearthed  drew me in quickly. I loved the hot, hot chemistry between these



two and they had to work hard for their HEA, which they both greatly deserve. We get to see more of Micah
(angel) as well as Addison (dat vitae), Parker (seer) and Rhyse (vampire, Prime of the North American
zone).

For those wondering if this series is more of a urban fantasy or a paranormal romance, Lauren notes:

The Heights is ... a mixture of urban fantasy and paranormal romance with multiple
interlocking stories and characters and plot lines, as well as different races of supernatural
beings, each with their own cultures, hierarchy, and attributes.
[...]
This is not a series about only two people, or three, or even four. This is a series in which
everyone will have to pick a side. Each book centers around a different couple as the two sides
intersect and individuals collide. Here’s a general overview of which character is the primary
focus of each book. Titles and character names may change at any point up until release day.
Unseen: Addison & Rhyse, the most unlikely of allies
Unearthed: Davyn, a demon
Unwanted: Noah, a seer-turned-werewolf
Unforgiven: Micah, an angel
Unwound: Logan, a seer
Unturned: Graham, a vampire
Unknown: Kaia, a mage

I'm anxiously awaiting more - all - soon - please!


